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Abstract
Coordinated object manipulation is a fundamental

problem in the study of multi-�ngered robotic hands.
The conventional study has been focused on deriv-
ing control algorithms for �nger joints to implement
a speci�ed object trajectory and recently more e�ort
has been put into the study of automatic object tra-
jectory planning. This paper discusses how to plan
large-scale object reorientation with �ngers of limited
workspace. The relevant theories of contact kinemat-
ics, nonholonomic motion planning, grasp stability
and �nger gaiting are incorporated to develop a gen-
eral framework of object reorientation with rolling
contacts and �nger gaiting. Our approach is illus-
trated by an example of reorienting a sphere with
three hemi-spherical �ngertips. The simulation re-
sults are presented.

1 Introduction
Given an object grasped by a robotic hand, the

main tasks of coordinated object manipulation in-
clude: (a) manipulation planning: generate the �nger
joint trajectories, so that through the e�ects of con-
tact constraints, the object can be transferred to a
goal con�guration; (b) control implementation: de-
rive control algorithm to implement planned trajec-
tories. One special case of object manipulation is
object reorientation, for which only the orientation
of the object need to be changed to obtain the ob-
ject goal con�guration. The conventional study on
object manipulation has been focused on control im-
plementation of a known trajectory for the object.
Many algorithms [10, 4, 5] have been proposed and
reported achieving good simulation and experimental
results. On the other hand, there is relatively few
work[17, 3, 1] addressing the manipulation planning
problem and the general problem remains open.

One di�culty in the manipulation planning prob-
lem is the workspace limits of the robot �ngers, aris-
ing from the mechanical and electrical limits of the
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�nger joints and the constraints on the contactable
regions on the �ngertips(e.g., only the region covered
by tactile sensors). If some �nger reaches its limit(call
such �nger a limiting �nger) while the hand manip-
ulates an object, then the limiting �nger need to be
removed from the grasp and a new \desirable" grasp
consisted of �ngers all lying within their workspaces
need to be formed before the object can be further
moved to achieve large-scale motion. Currently a
force-closure grasp (FC grasp)[14, 16] is considered
to be desirable, since FC grasp can move the object
in any direction which makes it possible to decouple
the motion planning from force planning. It is pos-
sible to relax the force closure condition and require
that the grasp can generate force that can move the
object in planned directions.

This paper discusses how to achieve large-scale ob-
ject reorientation with �ngers of limited workspace.
The relevant theories of contact kinematics[12], non-
holonomic motion planning[9, 13], grasp stability
[14, 16], and �nger gaiting [7] are naturally incorpo-
rated to develop a general framework of object reori-
entation with rolling contacts and �nger gaiting. Our
approach is applied to the problem of re-orienting a
sphere with three hemi-spherical �ngertips. The sim-
ulation results are presented.

Remarks:(a) The restriction to object reorientation
is to simplify the presentation and our planning
methodology can be applied to general object ma-
nipulation planning problem.

(b) Also for simplifying the presentation, this paper
only considers the desired trajectories of the �nger-
tips. The corresponding �nger joint trajectories can
be obtained from �nger Jacobians.

2 Large-Scale Object Reorientation

We make the following assumptions:each body in
the hand-object system is rigid; the geometry of each
body is known; only the �ngertips can contact the
object and contacts are point contacts; each �n-
ger has six degrees of freedom and its workspace is
known. The workspace mentioned here is the dex-
trous workspace of the �ngers, i.e. any point within



the workspace can be reached by the �ngertip with
any orientation.

As discussed in the previous section, some �ngers
with limited workspace may reach their limits while
manipulating the object to achieve a large-scale reori-
entation. Then a new grasp need to be formed before
further moving the object. If all �ngers need to be
used to form a grasp during the grasp adjustment
procedure, then only rolling or sliding can be used
to get the �ngers relocated. Generating a rolling or
a sliding path usually involves detailed computation
of the geometry of the object and �ngers. Also the
requirement of maintaining the grasp to be force clo-
sure complicates the problem. It is more convenient
if the �ngers that need to be moved is not needed
to form a grasp and thus can be lifted up from the
object and move toward its new location. For this,
other �ngers need to form a FC grasp.

Our general methodology to implement large-scale
object reorientation tasks is as the following: if the
initial grasp uses all �ngers, use rolling to get a FC
grasp with at least 1 �nger not used to form the grasp.
Then rotate the object until some �nger reaches its
limit. Use �nger gaiting to get a new FC grasp com-
posed of �ngers all lying within their workspace limits
and move the object again. Repeat the above proce-
dure if it is needed.

Sliding is not used in our current planner since
control of sliding is very tricky. However, note that
sliding can usually simplify the motion planning of
the contacts.
2.1 Finger Gaiting

Finger gaiting is de�ned as a periodic movements
of �ngers that can form a new grasp consisted of �n-
gers lying within their workspace limits. In the fol-
lowing, the �ngers used in a grasp will be called as
grasping �ngers, and the others as free �ngers. Con-
sidering the fact that several research robotic hands
are composed of three �ngers, we will study three-
�nger gaitings in more detail. The contact model
for three-�nger grasp is hard-�nger contact and the
model for two-�nger grasp is soft-�nger contact[13].

To implement �nger gaiting with three �ngers, two
�ngers need to form a FC grasp. Then a necessary
condition for using gaiting with three �ngers is that
at least one of the grasping �ngers can form a force
closure grasp with other two �ngers of the hand.

Theory 1 For a hand with three �ngers, suppose two

�ngers fi and fj form a FC grasp. A necessary con-

dition for using a �nger gaiting to form a new grasp

is that at least one of the grasping �ngers, fi and fj,
can form a FC grasp with the third �nger fk.

Clearly if neither of the grasping �ngers can form a

FC grasp with the third �nger, then none of them
can be lifted and rolling must be used to relocate the
�nger(s).

Assuming the above necessary condition is satis-
�ed, we identify two �nger gaiting primitives: �nger
rewind and �nger substitution.

The three-�nger gaiting proposed in paper [7] re-
locates the limiting �ngers back to their workspace
limits. The scenario is as the following: suppose �n-
gers f1 and f2 form a grasp but reach their limits.
Suppose f3 can form a grasp with f1, then f2 will be
relocated back to a new position within its workspace
which also forms a FC grasp with f3, then f1 can be
relocated back to its workspace while simultaneously
forms a FC grasp with f2. Then �ngers f1 and f2
form a new valid FC grasp and the object will be
moved again. We call such a �nger gaiting as �n-

ger rewind since the basic procedure is to rewind the
limiting �ngers back to their workspace.

Another useful �nger gaiting primitive is �nger

substitution, which works as the following:

Assume f1 and f2 form a FC grasp. Suppose only
f1 reaches its limit and f2 is in a position that can
also form a FC grasp with f3. Then use f3 to form
a FC grasp with f2. If the new location of f3 is not
at the boundary of its workspace, then the grasp of
f2 and f3 can be used to further move the object and
the limiting �nger f1 can be lifted up and becomes
free �nger. In this case, f1 is substituted by f3 and
there will be no need to rewind f1 back to form a
grasp with f2.

Finger substitution is an easy way to remove the
limiting �nger(s) from the grasp.

For a general object reorientation problem, a se-
quence of �nger gaiting need to be planned to achieve
a new grasp, which usually involves detailed analysis
of the workspace of the �ngers and the geometry of
the object as well as the �ngers to determine the ex-
istence of grasps and the connectivity between the
grasps. As an example, the results of a sphere ma-
nipulated by three spherical �ngertips will be given
in next section.

3 One Example: Reorientation of A
Sphere

This section applies our general strategy for large-
scale object orientation to the problem of re-orienting
a sphere with three hemi-spherical �ngertips: �rst use
rolling to change an three-�nger FC grasp to two-
�nger FC grasp; then use �nger gaits to achieve large
amount motion of the sphere. The simulation results
will be given in next section.



3.1 FC Grasps of a Sphere

This section gives several results of FC grasps of
spheres. Due to the limited paper space, we don't
give proofs here and interested readers please refer to
our technique report [6].

Denote a sphere with radius r and center o as
sphere(o; r). An orthogonal coordinate chart for the
sphere can be obtained by using spherical coordinates
(u; v):

f(u; v) = [rcos(u)cos(v);�rcos(u)sin(v); rsin(u)](1)

with U = f(u; v) : ��=2 < u < �=2;�� < v < �g: A
sphere can be covered by two such coordinate charts.

The `longitudes' and `latitudes' in such a coordi-
nate system are curves with constant v and u respec-
tively. The curve u = 0 is the `equator'.

Suppose p(u; v) represents a point p on the sphere
with local coordinates(u; v). �p is the opposite point
of p. Note for point p(u; v), �p has coordinate(�u; v�
�) if v > 0 or (�u; v + �) if v < 0.

(p1; p2) represents the vector from p1 to p2.
d(p1; p2) is the the Euclidean length of the vector
(p1; p2).GC(p1; p2) represents the great circle pass-
ing p1 and p2. When p1 and p2 are not identical or
opposite to each other , the great circle is unique,
otherwise there are in�nitely many. In our case, it
will become clear that any great circle passing iden-
tical/opposite points can be used for our purpose.
Therefore GC(p1; p2) is always determined in our con-
text.
Cone(p1; p2; �) denotes a cone that originates at

point p1, has (p1; p2) as the axis, and has half
angle �. The opposite cone of Cone(p1; p2; �) is
Cone(p1;�p2; �). Assume the coe�cient of friction
between the ball and �ngers are � = tan(�). The FC
region of a point p on the sphere(o; r) is the intersec-
tion of the sphere with the cone(p; o; �)

Due to the symmetric geometry of the sphere, we
have:

Fact 1
The intersection of sphere(o; r) with cone(p; o; �) is

the same as the intersection of the sphere(o; r) with
cone(o;�p; 2�).

.

Fact 2 The maximum independent region of FC

grasps on the sphere are the intersections of the sphere

with two opposite cones, each with half angle �.

.
From two theories [15, 16] developed by previous

researchers, the force-closure conditions on the sphere
are :
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Figure 1: Shortest Path for 2 pts to form FC grasp

Fact 3 Two soft-�nger contacts, p1 and p2, on a

sphere with radius r form a force-closure grasp if and

only if d(p1; p2) � 2rcos(�)

Fact 4 A su�cient condition for three hard-�nger

contacts on a sphere to form a force-closure grasp is

that the triangles formed by the three contact points

on the sphere is acute and the distance from the cen-

ter of the sphere to the triangle is less than r sin(�).

Note that a result of di�erential geometry[2] in-
dicates that the great circles are the only geodesics
of a sphere and realize the distance between any
two points lying on the same semi-circle. Refer to
�gure(1), suppose two points P1 and P2 don't form a
FC grasp . Then the shortest path for them to form a
FC grasp is to move along the great circle GC(P1; P2)
toward each other's opposite points with angle �� �,
i.e. move P1 and P2 to G1 and G2, where � is the
half angle between (o; P1) and (o;�P2), which is also
the the half angle between (o;�P1) and (o; P2). Also
note that moving P1 and P2 with angle � will make
them reach opposite points, p0 and �p0.

3.2 Reorientate a Sphere with Rolling
Contacts and Finger Gaits

A workspace of a robot �nger is determined by
its joint limits, which are caused by mechanical and
electrical constraints of the parts used to build the
joints. The cross product of all �nger workspaces is
the workspace of the hand. When there exist ob-
stacles in the hand workspace, a hand may be sepa-
rate from/ contact/collide with the obstacles. The
set of all con�gurations of the hand that are sep-
arate from/contact/collide with the obstacles forms
the free/contact/collision space of the robot hand.
Clearly, only the free space and contact space may
be used to generate valid hand trajectory. Note that
for a given hand, the partition of its con�guration
space into free/contact/collision space is determined
by the obstacle geometries and con�gurations.

Besides workspace limits of the �ngers, there also
exist limits for the maximum rotation of �ngertips.



Recall that the �rst step of our manipulation strat-
egy is to roll the �ngers to form a new FC grasp with
at least 1 �nger free. While only the contact space
is useful for the rolling movement, it is not straight
forward to �nd a path connecting two points in the
contact space with �ngers of limited rotation capabil-
ity. The following example of rolling a sphere(�nger)
on a sphere(object) exhibits the complexity of the
problem.

It was proven in paper[8] that the rolling con-
straints between two spheres with di�erent radius are
completely nonholonomic. Paper[8] also presents an
geometric algorithm to roll a sphere on a plane to
reach any contact con�gurations. As for rolling a
sphere on a sphere, �rst note the following result:

Theory 2 For two spheres rolling on each other, the

trajectory of contact points of one sphere is a great

circle if and only if the contacting trajectory of the

other sphere is a great circle.

Proof: First derive the surface parameters of the
sphere. Note that the spherical charts mentioned in
the previous section determines a Guass frame for a
point on the sphere:

goc =

2
664

Cuo 0 Suo �oSuo
�SuoSvo Cvo CuoSvo �oCuoSvo
�SuoCvo �Svo CuoCvo �oCuoCvo

0 0 0 1

3
775(2)
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n
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2
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�

2
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o

Two charts are needed to cover a sphere and the
Guass frame introduced by the other chart has similar
form.

The metric and curvature tensors and torsion form
in these two charts are:

Ko =

�
1

�o
0

0 1

�o

�
; Mo =

�
�o 0
0 �oC(uo)

�
;

To =
�
0 � 1

�o
t(uo)

�
where S;C; t stand for mathematic function sin; cos
and tan, respectively.

Montana's kinematic equation
of rolling contacts[12] relates the rate of change of
contact coordinates to the contact velocity:8>>>><

>>>>:
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Figure 2: Rolling Path

where

R =

�
cos �sin 
�sin �cos 

�

and ~Ko = R KoR is the curvature of O seen in the
local frame of F .

The above equation can be further developed to
get the relation between the movement of the con-
tact coordinates of the �nger to the movement of the
contact coordinates of the object:

_�f = (M�1

f R Mo) _�o (4)

To prove the theory, note that any great circle can
be made to be the equator of some coordinate chart.
Therefore, we just need to prove for two spheres ini-
tially contacting at their equators, rolling on one
equator will also roll on the other equator. Note a
point p(u; v) is on the equator if and only if u = 0.

Without lose of the generality, we can assume the
initial contact con�guration to be (0; 0; 0; 0; 0). Sup-
pose the radius for two balls are R and r, and the
contact coordinate of ball r changes to (0;�Vr).

Then from equation(4), it can be computed
that the contact coordinate of ball R changes to
(0;� r

R
�Vr), which means the contact point remains

on the equator. QED.

Based on theory 2 and motivated by the geometric
algorithm of rolling a sphere on a plane[8], we propose
an algorithm to roll a sphere on a sphere to reach a
contact point which is beyond its rotation limit by
using `longitudes' and `equator', which is shown in
�gure(2) and briey explained below.

Figure(2) shows a path for rolling a small sphere,
with radius r and rotation limit , on a big sphere
with radius R, The contact point on the big sphere
changes from A to D while the small sphere has `north
pole' as contact points in both ends. The correspond-
ing contact points on both sphere are labeled with
same alphabets. The path consists of rolling from A
to B, B to C and then C to D. The arc-lengths of AB
and CD are r�=2, and the arc-length of BC is r.



Figure 3: Simulated Rolling Path

The small sphere reaches its rotation limit at point
D. However, it can rotate itself back to its operating
region and use the above path again to further roll on
the big sphere. Figure(3) shows a simulated rolling
path which uses the local path twice to achieve large-
scale contact adjustments. Note the `longitude' and
`equator' here are not restricted for one speci�c co-
ordinate system of the sphere. Any two great circles
that are perpendicular to each other can be made into
a longitude and an equator, through some coordinate
transformation[6].

If the initial grasp is only 3-�nger FC but not 2-
�nger FC, the rolling path need be used to adjust the
contact points to get a 2-�nger FC grasp. Theoreti-
cally, a 3-�nger FC grasp may be changed to a 2-�nger
FC grasp by choosing the pair of contacts with largest
straight line distance, moving them along the great
circle toward each other and moving the 3rd �nger
`accordingly' to maintain the grasp to be FC. How-
ever, it requires detailed computation to maintain the
3 �ngers to form a FC grasp before two �ngers reach
antepodal positions. Borrow the concept [11] of task-
oriented optimal grasp, the initial grasps which are or
close to 2-�nger FC grasp are preferred for dextrous
manipulation tasks with three �ngers.

4 Simulation Results
Figure(4) shows a simulation result of a sphere re-

orientated by three spherical �ngertips with �nger
substitution. The �gure frames go across instead of
down and are numbered starting from 1.

The radii of the object and �ngertips are 0.5
and 0.1, respectively. The coe�cient of friction is
tan(20o) = 0:364. The concerned workspaces of the
�ngers include (a)the contactable areas on the sphere,
modeled as the intersection of the sphere(O;R) and
a cone(O;FOi; 60o); i = 1; 2; 3, where FOis are 120

o

apart on the equator; (b) the surrounding free space,
modeled as the space between the contactable area
and the intersection of a grown sphere(O;R + �R)
with the cone(O;FOi; 60o); i = 1; 2; 3, where �R is
some positive number.

Figure 4: Reorientation with �nger substitution

Initially three �ngers are 120o apart on a great
circle. Such a grasp is three-�nger force closure but
none of the pair of the �ngers form a 2-�nger FC
grasp. Therefore none of the �nger can be lifted and
rolling need to be used to move �ngers to form a 2-
�nger force closure grasp,shown in frame 2. Then a
sequence of �nger substitution may be used to achieve
arbitrary amount of sphere re-orientation. Note �n-
ger rewind can achieve same e�ect.

5 Conclusion

This paper integrates the relevant theory of con-
tact kinematics, nonholonomic motion planning, �n-
ger gaiting and grasp stability to develop a general
framework for large-scale object reorientation with
rolling contacts and �nger gaiting, taking into ac-
count of the hand workspace limits. Currently we are
working on incorporating the �nger chains into the
system. More simulation and experiments of general



object manipulation planning problem are conducted.
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